Synthesis and Diagnosis New Metallotropic LCs from Organotin (IV) Complex
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ABSTRACT
Organotin (IV) complex is part of the organometallic chemistry and in recent decades have a variety of interesting and application used it. A new class of metalomesogens LC (A) Ph₃Sn(VAL), (B) Bu₃Sn(VAL), (C) Ph₂Sn(VAL)₂ and (D) Bu₂Sn(VAL)₂ was synthesis through the reaction of valsartan ligand with (di- or tri- butyl tin chloride salt) and (di- or tri- phenyl tin chloride salt) in methanol solvent. ¹H NMR,¹¹⁹Sn NMR, FTIR and CHN elemental analyses were measure and the liquid crystalline properties were study by POM. The mesophase in all organotin (IV) carboxylate complexes are thermotropic nematic phase. In complexes (A, C) the optical textures of A show a typical droplet texture and thread shape LC phase transition between (400-440⁰C) higher than mesophase textures in C between (230 - 250⁰C). In complexes (B, D) the optical textures of B appearance a thread shape and the LC phase transition temperature between (200 -400⁰C) and in D thread shape and the transition temperature beginning up to 280⁰C. From a temperature of phase transition show that the complexes (C, D) are start liquid crystal mesophase in lower than complex (A, C) because effect of R-group and types which due to an asymmetric arrangement of the molecule and a geometry was calamitic in which the length of the molecule is major in compare with its diameter.

Introduction
Organotin (IV) compounds are part of the organometallic chemistry and its form as a tin metal with tetraorgano derivatives substituents. Organotin (IV) complex have a variety of interesting and supramolecular structures according to the many parameters such as the type of ligand [1]. Tin
coordination geometry is preferences, tin-R groups, and metal-to-ligand molar ratio. Moreover, intermolecular forces as the hydrogen bonding interaction, these structure properties give the strength and direction to compound [2-3]. In recent decades, organotin (IV) compounds have very interested and wide used in extensive applications like biological as antibacterial, and antitumor agents [4-7], chemistry and industrial [8-10], and agricultural [11] because their structural and coordination and ligand used. Liquid crystal is an intermediate state between solids and liquids state; they possess characteristics fluidity, formation and coalescence of droplets like a liquid and flexibility, arrangement of molecules in one or more directions, anisotropy of optical, electrical, and magnetic properties like a crystalline solid [12-16].

Liquid crystals typical have many mesophases depending on the arrangement of the molecules in directions (n); liquid crystals phase are characteristic into cholesterics, nematic, smectics, and columnar and molecules are designate mesogen. Liquid crystals phases can split into thermotropic, lyotropic and metallotropic. In Thermotropic and lyotropic liquid crystals consist mostly of organic molecules, and may contain a few minerals in its structure, LCs transitions phase in Thermotropic LCs appear as a function of change in temperature while in Lyotropic LCs appear as a function of both the temperature and the concentration of the LC molecules in a solvent. Metallotropic LCs are consist of both organic and inorganic molecules; their LCs transition phase depends not only on the temperature and on the concentration of solvent like Thermotropic LCs and Lyotropic LCs, but also on the organic – inorganic composition ratio [17-19].

Metallotropic LCs (metallomesogens) based on metal complex that LCs phase prepared and can exhibit as thermotropic by coordination or ionic complexes between organic and inorganic molecules. Metallotropic LCs have interesting properties related to metal ions, such as luminescence, magnetism, redox properties. [20, 21]. The thermotropic liquid crystals have unique electro optical properties [22-26] that led to used it in various applications (LCD, molecular sensors and detectors, optical switches, spatial light modulator, etc.) [27-28]. The molecules of liquid crystalline phases have a specific shape; typical rod-like or disk-like molecules, the most form in nematic and smectic phases are rod-like molecules or rod-like molecular aggregates [30].

Liquid crystals have been study for fundamental science and research in many fields such as chemistry, physics, medicine, and engineering applications, In addition, a nanostructured liquid
crystalline compound by dispersion of liquid crystal with nanostructure compound to enhancement its properties in the field of used [31-35].

Valsartan is a white fine powder. It is soluble in ethanol and methanol and slightly soluble in water, it has an empirical formula of $\text{C}_{24}\text{H}_{29}\text{N}_5\text{O}_3$ and a molecular weight of 435.5 g/mol [36,37], Valsartan was patented in 1990, and came into medical use in 1996 [38]. The aim of this work includes studying a new class of metallomesogens based on organotin (IV) halide compound with valsartan ligand was prepared organotin (IV) carboxylates complexes and the liquid crystalline properties of the complexes were study by a FTIR, $^1\text{H}$ NMR, $^{119}\text{Sn}$ NMR, CHN and polarizing optical microscopy (POM).

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents and chemicals

Chemical material organotin (IV) salt, valsartan, and solvents were supply by Merck (Gillingham, UK) without any further purification.

2.2. Characterization Methods

Characteristic of organotin (IV) complexes prepared by FTIR, $^1\text{H}$ NMR, $^{119}\text{Sn}$ NMR, CHN are measured. The optical phase texture of organotin (IV) complexes were estimate by polarizing optical light microscopy (POM), using MEIJI microscope equipped with INSTECE hot stage and central processor controller mK1000 and connected with Lumenera color video camera.

2.3. Preparation of organotin (IV) carboxylates complexes

Four organotin (IV) carboxylates complexes, (A) $\text{Ph}_3\text{Sn(VAL)}$, (B) $\text{Bu}_3\text{Sn(VAL)}$, (C) $\text{Ph}_2\text{Sn(VAL)}_2$ and (D) $\text{Bu}_2\text{Sn(VAL)}_2$ were prepared from reaction of valsartan ligand with organotin (IV) salt in methanol solvent in different ratio, 1:1 for A, C complex and ratio 1:2 for B, D complex as show in a previous work [36]. Scheme (1), shows the organotin (IV) complexes synthesis and their suggested structure.
Scheme 1. Synthesis of organotin (IV) complexes.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Characterization of organotin (IV) complexes

A synthesis of a novel organotin (IV) complexes (A-D) through the reaction of valsartan ligand with (di- or tri- butyl tin chloride salt) and (di- or tri- phenyl tin chloride salt) in methanol as shown in (Scheme 1) and the complexes color appetite between off-white to white depended on the salt used [36]. To prove the new organotin (IV) complexes form 1H NMR, 119 Sn NMR, FTIR and CHN elemental analyses was measure and identification a physical properties was obtain in a previous work [36].

3.2. Liquid Crystalline Properties

The molecules of new organotin (IV) carboxylate complexes was investigate for their LC phases according to their optical textures by using hot-stage polarizing optical microscopy (POM) for all complexes. The liquid crystalline phase showed by complexes are due to a symmetric arrangement of the molecule and a geometry was calamitic in which the length of the molecule is major in compare with its diameter.
In organotin (IV) complex (A, C). The mesophase is thermotropic nematic phase. The optical textures of A complex (Figure 1) show a typical droplet texture and the liquid crystalline phase transition temperature start at 400°C and thread shape appearance 440°C. The optical textures of C complex (Figure 2) show the transition temperature of a mesophase is start at 230°C and at 250°C thread shape completely form. From a temperature of a mesophase observed that in complex C mesophase is start and thread shape completely in lower temperature than complex A that occur because the structure of complex composition A which have more phenyl group electron- withdrawing then the electron is continuous in resonance in molecule.

![Figure (1): The optical textures of organotin (IV) complexes for A at (a) 400 °C, (b) 430 °C and (c) 440 °C by hot- stage polarizing optical microscope at 20x.](image-url)
Figure (2): The optical textures of organotin (IV) complexes for C at (a) 230 °C, (b) 250 °C by hot-stage polarizing optical microscope at 20x.

In organotin (IV) complex (B, D). The optical textures of B complex (Figure 3) appearance a thread shape and the liquid crystalline phase transition temperature between (200 - 400 °C). The optical textures of D complex (Figure 4) show thread shape and the transition temperature up to 280 °C. The transition temperature in B lower than D because it have three butyl group give the structure more rigidity and they are electron-release increase the density of electron on tin metal and the resonance of molecules and the length of molecules lower than D.

Figure (3): The optical textures of organotin (IV) complexes for B at (a) 200 °C, (b) 260 °C, (c) 300 °C and (d) 400 °C by hot-stage polarizing optical microscope at 20x.
Conclusion

A new class of metallomesogens LC properties were studied by polarizing optical microscopy (POM) and show the effect of structure and R-tin group in organotin (IV) carboxylate complexes on phase transition. When R-group is alkyl, the increase of number gives the more rigidity to the structure then lower phase transition and when R-group is phenyl, the increase gives higher phase transition.
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